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TEAM OF THE YEAR: 

 
 

LEADER OF THE YEAR: 

 

SUPERVISOR OF THE YEAR: 

TELECOMMUNICATOR OF THE YEAR: 

This award is presented to an individual in a supervisory role 
frontline, or administrative. This person makes contributions 

to their center and leads by example.

This award is presented to a team of two or more individuals.
Their performance during an event led directly to an overall 

This award is presented to an individual who went above and 
beyond on a specific call for service, a specific task asked of 

them, or in their daily work performance.

This award can be presented to anyone in the 9-1-1 
profession. They make contributions to their center or the in- 
dustry. They are a change agent working to be better 9-1-1. 

positive outcome. 

The State 911 Department and the Massachusetts Communications Supervisors Association have 
partnered and are now accepting nominations for the April 12, 2023 National Public Safety 
Telecommunicators Week Awards Ceremony. 

Please submit a nomination letter which should include: 
• Your agency; 
• The name of the nominee; 
• The award for which you are nominating; 
• A summary of the reasons for your nomination; 
• Any exceptional contributions the nominee makes to public safety. 

All submissions, must be emailed to  AWARDS@MA911.ORG no later than February 28, 2023. 



SEMRECC CPR SAVE
 On January 31st, 2023. At 23:30hrs,
the Southeastern Regional
Emergency Communications Center
received a call from a male
reporting that his wife was not
waking up and making gurgling
noises. Communications Officer
Tara Lako quickly recognized that
the patient was unconscious and
breathing ineffectively. CO Lako
confirmed the address and initiated
an expedited response based on the
patient’s critical condition; the call
was dispatched in 30 seconds from
the time it was received. Her active
listening skills and her
demonstrated expertise of medical
dispatching protocols were the
deciding factor in rapidly
administering life-saving CPR. CO
Lako identified that the patient was
exhibiting signs of sudden cardiac
arrest and began administering pre-
arrival instructions for adult CPR. As
evidence of her exemplary
performance, her time to getting
“hands on chest” was 59 seconds,
well exceeding the American Heart
Association’s standard of 120
seconds.

 Throughout the call, CO Lako reassured the
caller as she coached him through the chest
compressions. Tara’s calming voice and
persistence in ensuring an adequate and
consistent rate of compressions enabled the
caller to provide high-quality CPR to his wife.
Even as responders began arriving on scene,
CO Lako reminded the caller to not stop CPR
until someone takes over. That was another
deciding factor during this call; when CO
Lako discovered that responders were having
some trouble gaining entry, she continued
with CPR instructions and communicated to
her partners that the caller permitted forced
entry.
 CO Tara Lako’s performance during this call
was not only exceptional but served as an
exemplary case of dispatch directed CPR. CO
Lako’s mastery of medical protocol, coupled
with her decisive action, directly
contributed to the safety and survival of
this patient during a critical moment in their
life.



911 GOES ELEMENTARY
S P R I N G F I E L D  E C C  D I S P A T C H E R S  V I S I S T E D

M I L T O N  B R A D L E Y  E L E M E N T A R Y  S C H O O L  T O
S P E A K  T O  T H E  S T U D E N T S  A B O U T  9 1 1

SHOP NOW  ➤ bit.ly/chiclist

Grab this item now! 

Great job to Dispatchers
Brady Bobianski &
Katherine Howland



easy as 911
Westcomm's Juliet Brown participated in a special

911 safety story time with the Monson Library



March TrainingsMarch Trainings
03/06-03/08 Westwood
Priority Dispatch EMD-QA

03/09 Belchertown
Handling Missing Persons

03/10 Belchertown 
Handling Missing Persons

03/15-03/16 Newton
Dispatch Response for
Active Killers

03/15 South Hadley
Dispatch Response to
Domestics 

03/20 Belchertown 
The Edge of Choas

Upcoming events:

03/29 Devens
 MCSA Annual Training

03/29 Devens
 MCSA Annual Training

03/29 Devens
MCSA
Annual Training

 



SSRECC HANDLES MCI
On Monday November 21st at approximately 10:45am the South Shore Regional
Emergency Communications Center received multiple 9-1-1 calls reporting an SUV style
MV had crashed through the glass-plated storefront of the Apple Store located in the
Derby St Shoppes, Hingham. Initial reports were that the vehicle traveled all the way
through the store to the back wall trapping multiple victims. As our dispatchers
continued to field 911 calls as the first units arrived on scene. Personnel immediately
declared an MCI, and Plymouth County Control was notified. Our 5-town regional law
enforcement Tactical-Alert protocol was also activated, bringing multiple police units to
the scene. A triage area was set up and police units attempted to clear the plaza. Incident
command requested 2 ambulance strike teams directly to the scene, as well as tech
rescue  response and Boston Med flight. Given the severity of the injuries and numerous
victims additional hands were needed to assist, so Incident Command also requested a
2nd alarm response. The MBTA was contacted and provided a bus for potential use if
needed. The primary dispatchers for the event, Jordan Oster (Fire) & Tori Fano (Police)
with assistance from Dispatchers Sandy Russell, Diane Tock, Alison Graham, Elizabeth
Maguire, Sarah Burton and Admin Supervisor Michael Gethin did an amazing job
keeping up with requests and notifications under the direction of Supervisor Michael
Brenton and Deputy Director John Gordon.

Overall, The Dispatchers were able to communicate with numerous agencies and
coordinate 14 ambulances and 7 engines for respond to the scene. The Plymouth County
Tech-Rescue team and Boston Med Flight were cancelled prior to arrival. Mutual aid
station coverage was provided by the Quincy & Braintree Fire Departments. Police units
from all SSRECC agencies, Scituate, Weymouth and State Police assisted with patient
treatment, scene security and evidence preservation. South Shore Hospital EMS,
Brewster and Coastal Ambulance services, off-duty personnel and by standers all
assisted during this incident. Sadley one person did die due to the severity of his injuries.
At least 2 people were transported to Boston hospitals with severe injuries and 14 more
transported to South Shore Hospital. Thank you to our Emergency Communications
partners, Plymouth County Control, Holbrook Regional Communications & South Shore
Hospital Dispatch. A special thank you to the Plymouth County CISM Team that
responded that evening to meet with the dispatchers and fire personnel directly involved
with the incident . This was a true all hands event in the communications center, that
resulted in non-stop work for approximately 4hrs.
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SAVE THE DATESAVE THE DATESAVE THE DATE
   APRIL 12THAPRIL 12THAPRIL 12TH



“A scholarship to attend a Communications Center Manager Program?”, I asked

as my Deputy Director explained to me what the course was about and how she

was a recent graduate. I thought to myself, “how amazing would it be if I could

attend something of this magnitude?” based on how great I’ve heard the

program was. Today, I am proud to be able to say I had the opportunity to

attend the Communications Center Manager program and it has proven to be a

highlight in my career. I am extremely grateful to have been given the

opportunity to participate in this program. 

The connections and lifelong friendships I made during my time at CCM will

never be forgotten. The course focuses on an individual’s growth as a leader

and teaches the necessary skillsets needed to be a successful leader in the 911

industry. During the length of the course, you get to interact on an online

learning platform with other individuals in the field and have the opportunity

to meet in person during the on-site portions of the course. The best thing to

take away from CCM is we can all learn from one another. With the ability to

network with other professionals in the same line of work, you can learn what

works best for one’s center, but what may not work that well at another center.

You are in group settings with others who have the same struggles you may

experience and have the chance to see how others have handled issues that you

may now be facing.

P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

CCM PERSPECTIVE
--WILLIAM SANTIAGO--

SPRINGFIELD
 



“All in all, the CCM course taught us how to overcome the hardships we may

experience in our careers. From dealing with HR issues, to training and retention,

employee morale, SOP writing, and best methods of communication with staff, this

course is extremely resourceful and will take any individual in leadership to high

levels of success in their career. The CCM staff are very enthusiastic about the

lessons they teach; They will push you to branch out and break out of your shells. I

recall arriving in San Antonio and feeling like a complete stranger in a room full of

others, but graduated feeling like a member of a very large family I had just become

a part of. There is no ‘I’ in “team”, and CCM does a fine job of illustrating this; You

are encouraged to adapt, overcome, plan, and execute to reach the end goal.

  

By breaking out of my shell and engaging in conversation with other professionals

at CCM, I was able to learn more about myself. I enjoyed the group exercises where

we were to find another random person, learn about them, and learn about a

struggle that they overcame. This really brought to light that you truly never know

what an individual has experienced in life, but what was even more amazing is how

we were taught to turn that around and change it into a positive inspiring story to

remind the individual of their successes. “Encourage their heart”, “Listen to their

truths”, “ remind them of their positive core” are just some of the methods of

Appreciative Supervision I recall being taught during class. I gained a wealth of

knowledge from CCM, and for this I am forever grateful. I am a better person and a

stronger leader because of CCM.

  

I highly recommend any person seeking to build themselves as a leader take this

course. You will not be disappointed, and the range of topics that are covered can be

beneficial for any leader in any line of work. I would like to conclude with a huge

thank you to the MCSA and Massachusetts State 911 Department for this amazing

opportunity. I also want to take this time to thank my former agency for allowing

me to attend, and all of my classmates of CCM Fall 2022 for their support and

nomination as Class Leader. As fellow classmate Michael Gethin said, “Two weeks

to change your life”, and it certainly has changed mine.



Don't forget our annual training
coming up!

Devens Common Center- Devens MA

State 911 Approved Training

Lunch included!

Featuring; 
Hank Hunt, Sara Weston, &

Hiring/Retention Panel

MARCH 29, 2023

HEY, YOU!

REGISTER NOW
HTTP://MA911.ORG/202

3-MCSA-ANNUAL-
TRAINING-EVENT/



Steve Hooke
Director of

Communications
Holbrook RECC

STATE 911 COMMISSION
REPRESENTATIVE

Meet your Elected Officals



Life-changing, rewarding, and challenging

were just some of the words used by

alumni to describe the Fitch & Associates

Communications Center Manager course. I

was surprised and excited when I first

heard that I was one of five Massachusetts

dispatchers awarded a scholarship to

attend the Fall 2022 CCM course, but that

excitement soon gave way to nerves as the

start of the course quickly approached.

Fast forward to the end, and I can’t even

begin to describe the importance of this

course and just how much having been

given this opportunity means to me.

DON TRYON – MASS. STATE POLICE,
NORTHAMPTON

The course began with online discussions and coursework in preparation for the first

in-person session. We then came together in San Antonio, Texas for six days of in-

person and experiential learning, followed by eight weeks of continued online

discussions and group project work before a final six-day in-person session.

Immediately upon entering the room on day one we were forced to step out of our

comfort zones and confront difficult situations. This was clearly by design, as it

forced us to quickly build trust and forge new relationships that would prove

essential to our success as individuals and groups throughout the course. During

class, we learned from professionals from across the nation on topics consisting of

quality assurance, human resources, finance and budgeting, appreciative

supervision, hiring and retention, coaching, operations, technology, and much more.

Work on our group projects was only to occur outside of the classroom, during off-

time, or during breaks. The days were long, and we quickly learned the importance of

time management.

CCM EXPERIENCE



For the group research project, I was fortunate enough to be partnered with Michael

Gethin (South Shore Regional), Peter Kinnas (Nashoba Valley), and other dispatchers

from Arkansas, California, and Missouri. The topic of our paper would be “911 & 988:

The Importance of Training and Coordination Between Two Vital Lifelines” and I don’t

think any of us could have foreseen the path this paper would eventually lead us on.

Since presenting this paper at the end of the CCM course, we have been invited to sit

in on working groups consisting of representatives from the Suicide and Crisis

Lifeline, the Behavioral Health Help Line, Massachusetts State 911 Department, and

Officer Ernie Stevens (Ret.) from the San Antonio Police Department and star of the

HBO documentary “Crisis Cops”. Additionally, our abstract was accepted by the IAED

and will be presented at the upcoming Navigator conference in Denver, CO.

DON TRYON – MASS. STATE POLICE,
NORTHAMPTON

I honestly can’t recommend this course enough. The networking, life-long

friendships, and educational value exceeded my expectations and are

something I will carry with me throughout my career. I would like to thank the

Massachusetts State 911 Department and the Massachusetts Communications

Supervisors Association for awarding me this life-changing scholarship

opportunity. From the Massachusetts State Police, I would like to thank

Director of Telecommunications Matthew Barstow, Director of Dispatch

Services Kenneth Handfield, Northampton Dispatch Supervisor Thomas

Dunphy, Shelburne Dispatch Supervisor Charles Garrity, Quality Control &

Training Coordinator Cameron Dunbar, and all the dispatchers at MSP

Northampton as this would not have been possible without all your support

and encouragement. Lastly, thank you Khristy, Mike, Pete, and Will for

everything… It was an honor to embark on this journey with you all

CCM EXPERIENCE



We want to feature your rockstar dispatchers and
dispatch centers!

Send us a story about a save a dispatcher had,
someone that went above and beyond. 

It doesn't have to be just on a call. Did they do a
stellar job with community outreach?

Maybe they bring positive spirit/attitude to the
shift?

   Send content to: katrina.c.shamshak@mass.gov

TELL US YOUR WORST 
WE'LL SEND YOU OUR BEST


